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We called on various
Lebanese designers to
collaborate with Iwan
Maktabi in weaving
various threads of
society into carpet
designs that showcase
the rich tapestry of life
in Lebanon

FROM
THE
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01 The Bukharan Emir’s
Coat rug designed by
Orient 499
02 Rug designed by
Mariagroup

HEART

03 Hob rug designed
by Bokja

W

Iwan Maktabi’s recent collaborative rug project
One Carpet for Love celebrates the creativity of
Beirut designers in wool. Lucy Upward looks
at the message behind each of the designs
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ithin the rug
industry, artist
collaborations are
certainly having their
day. Despite the profusion
of these projects out there,
the release of one more art rug collection – such as
Iwan Maktabi’s recent One Carpet for Love project – does
nothing to detract from the potency of the brilliant concept.
Every one of these collaborations helps to raise the profile of
rugs to limited-edition art works or at the very least high-end
design pieces, COVER’s favourite cause.
The One Carpet for Love collection, which was released
at the end of 2015 by Beirut-based rug retailer Iwan
Maktabi, is no exception. Company helmsman Mohamed
Maktabi selected nine designers to create a rug for the
project, or as the project’s mission statement reads: ‘We
called on various Lebanese designers from all disciplines, to
collaborate with Iwan Maktabi in weaving various threads of
society into carpet designs that showcase the rich tapestry
of life in Lebanon.’
The collection includes work by a fashion designer, a
product designer, an architect, a painter, a graphic designer
and an installation artist, all of whom were given complete

freedom. Entering the world of
weaving as a complete novice,
of course one has to understand the
medium’s limitations as well as a host of
amazing possibilities. As Mohamed explains,
with rugs there are ways to get around all kinds of
crazy design conceits: ‘The designers had some wilder
ideas but we found the common ground by emulating
their request - for example, instead of metal thread we used
silk that shines like a gold thread and instead of 3D we shaded
the colours to create the effect of 3D on a flat surface.’
Of the nine rugs commissioned for the project six are
currently ready, with three still to come. All have been
produced courtesy of Jan Kath and the completed six were
part of an exhibition at Iwan Maktabi’s Beirut showroom in
December alongside a selection of Jan Kath rugs. But of
course an artist rug collection is only as good as the artists
chosen in terms of vision and variety. The decision makers
at Iwan Maktabi certainly chose well, for the resulting six
designs cover a breadth of innovative ideas.
In discussing this collection with its title that concerns
‘love’ one somehow has to start by looking at the giant heart
rug by Beirut-based designers Bokja. The surface fabrication
studio founded in 2000 by Huda Baroudi and Maria Hibri uses
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04 Let me take another
look rug designed by
Karim Chaya
05 Rug designed by
Rama Salam
06 Rug designed by
Marwan Sahmarani
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textiles to create objects and installations that convey both
emotion and a sense of history. Bokja’s heart-shaped rug
Hob (Arabic for ‘love’) is a patchwork of patterns taken from
textiles collected from across the world, particularly focused
on the Levant and Central Asia. The duo add: ‘Each piece
of textile used upholds its individual physical identity as it
becomes juxtaposed with others; old with new, found with
made, western with eastern, natural with artificial.’
Similarly Beirut and London-based art director and graphic
designer Rama Salam’s rug design is a collection of overlapping
patterns and aesthetics. Salam specialises in brand creation
and has worked for clients such as Harvey Nichols, Liberty
of London, the V&A and Paul Smith. Her signature style is
inspired by the Middle East’s popular culture and this rug is
a homage to her home town: ‘This carpet is a translation of
Beirut composed of different layers of various textures that
when combined make this eclectic city. A collection of terrazzo
tiles, arabesque and wicker patterns, flowers and stars.’
From the city to those who design it, Mariagroup is a Beirutbased architecture practice. The firm’s rug for the project is
all about space and light – not so surprising for designers who
create buildings for a living. Company principals Michèle Chaya
and Georges Maria have a rather poetic take on their design:
‘An old house, a wooden window frame, light projecting
through. Weaving past and present, in tones of grey and white,
the carpet captures this fleeting moment, and preserves its
memory in a physical object, in space.’
Artist Marwan Sahmarani’s rug is no less atmospheric
but far more vibrant. The Beirut-born painter based his
contribution on one of his paintings from a recent series called
Tribute to a Painter – nine paintings, nine faces painted in oil,
portraying several unknown painters living in the grand Levant
from the end of the 19th century until the beginning of the
20th. In his explanation about the series Sahmarani says that
the portraits convey ‘that the act of painting is the essence of
an artist’. It is a carpet portraying the history of art.
History is vital to each of the designs, including that of
Beirut fashion label Orient 499, whose rug The Bukharan Emir’s
Coat is ‘a re-interpretation of an antique kundel, a coat that
used to be worn by the Uzbek noblemen.’ The design illustrates
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founders Frank Luca and Aida Kawas’ taste for tradition
and heritage.
Using his head rather than his heart, industrial designer
Karim Chaya’s humorous rug Let me take another look was
inspired by the 1998 film The Big Lebowski. The design
features a rather excellent portrait of The Dude, the main
protagonist, sprawled on a traditional rug. During the story
someone rather rudely pees on his rug, which, as the
characters keep saying, ‘really tied the room together’. Aren’t
I always writing that? A truly inspired rug reference!
Even with only six of the nine rugs ready the collection offers
an amazing range of ideas, from the humorous to the emotional
– after all it is a collection about love. The Iwan Maktabi mission
statement reads: ‘Our aim is to create pieces that give back to
society the love and support it has given to us unconditionally
over the decades’, and with all proceeds from the sales going to
charity it truly is a rug collection from the heart.
www.iwanmaktabi.com

